
 

Deadly Oklahoma tornado kills hundreds

WASHINGTON, USA: A powerful tornado with winds of up to 320km/h pulverised an Oklahoma City suburb on Monday (20
May), hitting at least two schools and wiping out blocks of homes. Up to 100 people were reportedly killed.

NBC News said the deaths were confirmed by the Oklahoma City medical examiner's office, while its local affiliate KFOR-
TV said 24 victims were assumed to be in the rubble of the Plaza Towers elementary school.

Reporters for KFOR-TV saw pupils as young as nine being "pulled out" of the school in Moore, a residential community of
55,000 just south of Oklahoma's state capital.

Anxious parents were being kept at a distance while search and rescue workers scrambled to free the pupils.

A second elementary school, Briarwood, was also hit but did not immediately appear to have sustained casualties. Early
reports indicated that many students survived.

From its news helicopter, KFOR's cameras captured scenes of widespread destruction, with street after street of single-
storey homes in Moore stripped of their roofs and cars piled atop each other like toys.

Utility lines were down and gas lines exposed, triggering localised fires.

Medical centre evacuated

The Moore Medical Centre was evacuated after it sustained damage, a spokeswoman for the hospital told CNN.

The National Guard was called out to help rescue efforts.

Storm spotters estimated the wedge-shaped tornado, which struck in mid-afternoon, was at least 3km wide. It briefly
dissipated, only to recycle to the east, threatening the town of Meeker.

"We anticipate that these storms are going to continue to build around Oklahoma," a grim Governor Mary Fallin told CNN,
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while the National Weather Service urged residents to take cover.

On Twitter, the National Weather Service gave the tornado a preliminary rating of EF-4, indicating that it bought winds of
between 260 and 320 km/h with it - more severe than a category five hurricane.

In downtown Oklahoma City, tornado sirens went off at least three times in the afternoon and the Interstate 35 highway - a
busy north-south artery through the American heartland - was closed to all but emergency vehicles.

People dazed, confused

In Moore, live images from KFOR showed people wandering among the debris and even a couple of untethered horses
from a local stables that somehow managed to survive the punishing storm.

"I had no idea it was coming," said a stable worker, who told how he survived the "unbearably loud" twister by taking cover
in one of the stalls.

Monday's tornado followed roughly the same west-to-east track as a May 1999 twister that killed 44 people, injured
hundreds more and destroyed thousands of homes in Moore and the south of Oklahoma City.

Tornadoes frequently touch down on Oklahoma's wide open plains, but the fact that Monday's twister struck a populated
urban area raised fears of a high casualty toll.

Because of the hard ground, few homes are built with basements in which residents can take cover.

Oklahoma City lies well inside the so-called "Tornado Alley" stretching from South Dakota to central Texas that is
particularly vulnerable to tornadoes.

On Sunday (19 May), a powerful storm system churned through the US Midwest and spawned tornadoes in Iowa, Kansas
and Oklahoma, destroying homes and killing at least two people, US media reported.

Fallin declared a state of emergency for 16 Oklahoma counties because of tornados, severe storms and flooding over the
weekend.

In Washington, a White House official said President Barack Obama was getting updates "as information comes in from
the ground" and that the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) stood ready to provide assistance.

"The administration continues to urge all those in affected or potentially affected areas to follow the directions from state
and local officials as this severe weather continues," the official added.
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